Combating A Criminal Plague:
A call for a national consciousness-raising for parents of children transferred by family courts into the
hands of abusers
How does this happen?
A biological plague is a contagious disease that’s marked by delirium, fever, and often, death – but a
social plague can be just as lethal. America is currently fighting a furtive epidemic that is devastating
innocent families nationwide.
The Foundation for the Child Victims of the Family Courts is asking that all citizens become aware of a
plague on our children. This epidemic is spreading because of the court’s ability to remove parental
rights, transferring children into the hands of obsessed abusers who are permitted by law – and by the
unethical practices of medical, mental health, and legal providers – to physically and emotionally
devastate children. Children are removed from a protective parent and then put into the hands of a parent
who has defamed a former spouse for revenge and/or for profit. This abusive parent can isolate a child or
children by totally excluding the protective parent from any form of contact – or from reporting to the
police, child protective services, or any further court intervention through custodial control.
Criminal enterprise within the Family Court is created though an association of criminally like-minded
cohorts. A “criminally inclined” attorney with contacts in the world of corrupt providers is critical to
custody assignment, while criminally inclined judges are agreeable to passing on the suppression of
evidence which would reveal perpetrator behavior. Criminally responsive mental health providers are
willing to assign unfounded toxic diagnoses to unwitting parents, and criminally inclined guardian ad
litem file false reports and opinions. “Expert” witnesses and other “professionals” who are associated
with the court are willing to aid and abet criminal activities in the courts, further spreading this plague by
infiltrating the very infrastructure that was intended to protect victims. Instead, this diseased system
exchanges children for money and for power – with countless casualties along the way.
Those parents who have been inflicted with this plague are familiar with its symptoms and with its
devastating effects – but for those who haven’t experienced this, explanations cannot accurately convey
the destruction. We encourage you to read the USWhistleblower.org, the online press for The Foundation
for the Child Victims of the Family Courts (FCVFC.ORG), to become aware of this modern-day
epidemic.
The Foundation for the Child Victims of the Family Courts encourages the public to contact their
legislative representatives to ask for the creation of courts that are governed by the rule of law – and free
from massive racketeering. The only way to stop this plague is to protect children from obsessed abusers
who isolate them from protective parents to gain unchallenged access and control of them.
Biological plagues spread from infected parasites and hosts to naïve hosts, while social plagues are spread
among criminally inclined co-conspirators who abuse naïve victims. Courts were once sanctuaries of law
and order, but they have been poisoned by this plague of greed and secrecy, becoming lucrative trading
floors for the rich and powerful. This trafficking must come to an end – but it can only be eradicated with
your help.

